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Digit Daze is a fun and challenging mathematical puzzle game. You are given a main number less than 100 and one to four color
goals to complete with the 16 provided digits 5d3b920ae0
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Join our AM contests group! : Hi All, Just a quick reminder: were running an official Artifex Mundi Contests group.. FIND
PANACEUM AND SAVE MANKIND! : Add the game to your wishlist to stay updated! Since the dawn of time, humanity has
searched for panaceum a miracle medicine that can cure every known disease and even overcome death. Sarah Pennington
travels to a research facility in the heart of South America, invited by her mother a microbiologist and immediately gets drawn
into the whirlwind of dangerous adventures. Sarahs mother gets kidnapped by an old enemy, the Dragon Clan, which conducts
secret experiments in the jungle and wont hesitate to do anything to get the miraculous plant that grants control over life and
death.. Demon Hunter returns! : Defeat the Evil as the last remaining Demon Hunter! Twenty years ago, in a frightening battle
Dawn Harlock stopped the Archdemon Ragnar from descending upon the world. Dawns foster father professor Ashmore died
when trying to prevent the demon from breaking into this world. She realized than that she is the last remaining member of the
mysterious ancient order of demon hunters and the last one standing in the fight against evil threatening to unravel this world.
Her biggest concern was always to prepare for Ragnars return as it was already foretold. But Dawn kept herself busy as a
detective, solving paranormal cases around the world and visiting mysterious places where the dark forces are hiding. One day
she receives a call from a mysterious doctor Stuart Williams, who claims to be Dawns foster fathers long-time friend. He
promises valuable information about Dawns biological parents that may shed some light on her own past. She will embark on a
mystery adventure that will change everything forever. Demon Hunter 2: New Chapter will be available with a 40% discount in
a time limited promotion.. On the Highway to Release - the Barracks : Hi all! Today we'll tell you about a place that used to
belong to a caste of brave warriors. These days this place is good for shooting a horror movie. You might have guessed that the
place is the Barracks. Before the mutant onslaught, Barracks were a training camp and a campus for brave soldiers, defenders of
Ark. One of the Lost in Sky's main characters Roy also spent quite a bit of time here, together with his fellow soldiers. Long
training sessions and warcraft studies have done their job. The Ark warriors are rightfully considered the elite unit. Today the
Barracks look menacing. There's blood, and gore, and human bodies, and pools of slime, and cocoons, dangling from the ceiling.
The mutants damaged some life-support system energy generators during their attack. The electricity cuts are only making the
dark picture worse. The spacious and now gloomy rooms are a great place for langoliers and giant hornets to dwell. In case some
of you forgot, langoliers are flying creatures that look like fish. They live and attack in packs. The mutants nosedive on
characters, emitting clouds of deadly gas and inflicting huge damage over the area. Hornets are dangerous because of their
enormous size and rapid onset. A flyer attacks, ramming you with a poisonous stinger in the rear part of their body. You might
find something useful in the Barracks. Don't forget that warriors used to live here, after all. You will discover grenades as you
walk through the level. They are metal spheres that can be thrown from a short distance and rebounded from a wall. They
explode a few seconds after a throw and deal damage over the area. They're very efficient against packs of enemies. Barracks is
the place where Roy's hearth and home used to be. He spent almost his entire life here, and now he hopes to find survivors..
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Irony Curtain: Revolutionary Update #2 : Comrades! Our Leader has granted us another glorious update! If you appreciate our
work for the bestest country in the world, dont forget to write a Steam review! The newest revolutionary update includes: fixed
a blocking bug that could occur when exiting MG Floor Run (For Real This Time); fixed a blocking bug that might occur on
MG Switchboard; fixed a bug that changed the mouse cursor into MG Brick Wall cursor after saving the game; fixed a blocking
bug occurring on Palace Courtyard with invisible Choir Leader not allowing Evan to use the ladder; fixed a blocking bug that
made throwing a photo into trash almost impossible; fixed a blocking bug that allowed Evan to use oar on the curtain in Leader's
Chamber after finishing a minigame; fixed a blocking bug that might prevent the train at the end of the game from stopping;
fixed few typos in English and German language versions; fixed a few minor navmesh errors; fixed position of a few dialogue
pivots. IMPORTANT! We are trying our best to ensure that fixes work for the games that have been already started, but you
might be forced to start the game again in some cases (e.g. bug with throwing a photo into the trash or using the oar on the
curtain after finishing the minigame).. Embark on a quest to find the Philosophers Stone! : Emma wakes up from a scary dream:
mysterious creature threatens her uncle Alfred. She feels that something bad just happened and it puzzles her Upon arrival she
discovers that Alfred is missing and that the mythical portal, they were both working on, is active. Whats the story? Did her
uncle enter the portal and embark on an adventure on his own? Strange world on the other side of a mysterious artifact can be
the answer, so the young woman dares to step into the unknown. An adventure in the worlds of five elements has just begun.
Will Emma prevail over mystery creatures and deadly puzzles? Will she put her detective hat on to find her uncle and the secret
Philosopher's Stone from her dream? Mythic Wonders launches with a 40% discount in a time limited promotion.. Someone is
always watching : Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Why we've changed the art style of Irony Curtain? :
Comrades! Some time ago we showed you how Irony Curtain looked in the early prototype phase and how it looks like now .
Today wed like to talk a little bit more about the reasons behind the change and the whole creative process. Its no doubt that
Irony Curtain came a long way from the times when it was just a prototype called simply Matryoshka. There are three main
reasons why weve decided to simplify the art style: 1.
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